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1. INTRODUCTIVE 
Briefly speaking, we call those modules static which remain invariant 
under the composition of HOM and tensor functors. These modules were 
used in [7] in which Clint’s [Z] and Dade’s [4] works on stable Clifford 
theory were extended from group-graded rings and modules to the case of 
pure ring theory. As another application of static modules, in this article, 
a relationship between these modules and Morita-I [ 1, 63 is established. 
The definitions of the category of static modules related to a fixed 
bimodule and of the companion category and some preliminary results are 
given in Section 2. 
In Section 3 the following results are proved: 
Let (X and g be rings, and let JZ? (resp. .N) be a (9?, a)-(resp. an 
(a, :%)-) bimodule. If the set of four 
satisfies Morita-I (see [6, p. 1671 or Definition 3.1), then every right 
a-module is ($8, &)-,&‘-static and every right .%-module is (a, .%)-X-static 
(Theorem 3.3). In particular, 
where 9 = End,,(.k) and JZ* = Hom,(.&, a), satisfies Morita-I if and 
only if a is .A-static and 9 is .A*-static (Theorem 3.6). Note that, in [7], 
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we used the term &!-static for (3, 6X))-./Z-static. An if and only if condition 
for (a, 9, J%‘, N) to satisfy Morita-1 is derived in Corollary 3.7. 
Finally, in Section 4, it is proved that if LX is &‘-static and 2 is 
.,&i*-static, then the companion category of all .&‘-static right &-modules is 
the same as the category of all .&*-static right .Q-modules (Theorem 4.1). 
An immediate consequence of the above is that Cf and V are Morita 
similar rings, i.c., MOD-a “Y MOD@. 
2. PKELIMI~ARIES 
In this paper the term ring represents an ussociafiw ring with a 
multiplicatice identity and all modules, either left or right or himodules, are 
unit& For any ring ,5X!, MOD-& means the category qf ull right 
6X-modules. For any object .k of MOD-a, by ./I* we mean the dual of 
.k’, which is always a (58, 6X)-bimodule, where by 9 we mean the ring of 
endomorphisms End,(.k!). 
Let 0 and .% bc rings. Consider JI to bc a fixed (9,6X))-bimodule. We 
define MOD(n.,{) and MOD(&“) as follows: 
DEFINITION 2.1. MOD(a-,) is the full additive subcategory of MOD-a 
of those right AZ-modules Y’ which remain invariant under the composition 
functor HOM,(.k, (.))a, JG?, i.e., which satisfy 
Hom,(.Al, Y) 0, Jte z I“, (2.la) 
via the isomorphism 
(2.lb) 
for all m E .k’ and ,f~ Hom,(Jz’, V). 
The objects of MOD(LE-,) are called (.%,H)-A-static right Gl-modules. 
When the contexts are clear we simply call them static modules. 
DEFINITION 2.2. MOD(@#) is the full additive subcategory of MOD-B 
of those right g-modules ?V which remain invariant under the composition 
functor HOM,(.k’, (.)@ Lt .&), i.e., which satisfy 
%f z Hom,(&, Y#~ O,, A), (2.2a) 
via the isomorphism 
M‘ E-P .L, 3 (2.2b) 
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where fW is defined by 
.fJm)= w@m, (2.2c) 
for all m E A and w E W. 
MOD(.WX) is called the companion category qf MOD(d.,). 
Note that, if we replace B by B, then a (9, a)-&!-static right 66module 
,Y- is simply an A-static right L&module as dclined in [7, Definition 2.11. 
The category of all A-static right LX-modules and its companion category 
arc denoted by MOD-O.M and MOD-L~.~, respectively (see [7, (2.2) and 
(2.3~). 
Indeed, the composition of HOM and @ functors, 
HOM,(.L, (.))O, A, 
is naturally equivalent to the identity functor on MOD(a.,) and the 
composition of these functors in the other direction, 
HOMat&, (.)O.s ~0 
is naturally equivalent to the identity functor on MOD(%P). Hence WC 
may restate Theorem 1.5 of [7] as follows: 
THEOREM 2.3. The restrictions of the additive finctors 
HOMJA, (.)): 
MOD(I;ZA) + MOD(.W”) 
Y’ I+ Hom,(.A, V) 
and 
(.) 0, ‘A: 
MOD(A?‘“) --f MOD(&,) 
WI-W @,#A 
.form an equivalence of‘ the ccltegories MOD(&,) and MOD(a”). 
MOD(&,) is non-void, for at least the zero object of MOD-6Z is an 
object of MOD(&,). If A, as a right a-module, is an object of 
MOD(a,), then by (2.1) 
9 @,.A=Hom,(k?‘,.k) @,AzA! (in MOD-&) (2.4a) 
via the map 
f‘Om Hfh), (2.4b) 
for all m E A’ and f E 3. 
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Thus if ,& is as above, then for any object Y” of MOD-a, 
Hom,(A’, V) Oti .A! z [Hom,(A, Y) 0, $1 @ 9 .A’ (in MOD-n) 
r Hom,(.RS, 9“) 0, (3 0, ./) (in MOD-&) 
z Hom,(,l, V) 0, .A (in MOD-a), 
(2.4~) 
where the first isomorphism is the canonical one: the second is by 
associativity, and the third is from (2.4a). If ,k’ is an object of MOD-&~,, 
then from (2.4~) above, 
in MOD-&, via the map as defined in (2.lb), and so Y is an object of 
MOD(&.,,). Similarly if +” is an object of MOD(bZ,,), then again from 
(2.4c), and by the map as defined in (2.lb), V’ is an object of MODAt,,. 
Hence, in this case, the two categories, MOD-a,, and MOD(ad,I), 
coincide. 
If A?, as a regular right 3%module, is an object of MOD(.WK), then from 
Definition 2.2, and by the natural isomorphism .A z .% OJ .A, 
in a natural way. Indeed, this isomorphism, 3~9, is also a ring 
homomorphism, for we can verify easily that 
where x, JJ E 99 and f 1 and j’,, are as defined in (2.2a, b, and c). 
The above results are listed as below: 
P~o~osrrro~ 2.5.1. If ,A, as a right LI-module, is an object of 
MOD(a.,), then MOD(&.,) = MOD& ,,,. 
2.5.2. If 3, as a regular right .%-module, is an object of MOD(S”j, 
then 9 z 9, as rings. Hence MOD-9’B 2 MOD(L@.~). 
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3. MOKITA-I AND STATIC MODULES 
Recall that a set of four, (LX, S?, .A’, .N), in which fl and d are rings, 
.A? is a (?8, a)-bimodule, and .K‘ is an (a, W)-bimodulc is said to form a 
Murita context if there are two bimodulc homomorphisms, 
such that if we set 
mOnl+ [m,n] and n@mI-,(n,m) (3.lb) 
then 
Cm, nlm, =m(n, ml> and n,[m, n] = (n,, m)n (3.lc) 
for all m,m,E.A and n,n,EN’. 
If the bimodule homomorphisms, (3.la, b, and c), are onto then these 
are isomorphisms and in this case we say that the set (a, S?, .A, N) 
satisfies MO&a-/. 
The above terminology and definition are from [6]. The following 
lemma is also from [6]. 
LEMMA 3.2 [6, p. 1773. If the foursome (a, S?l, A?, N) satisfies 
Morita-I, then for any right H-module ^Y, 
Hom,(A?, V)?,Y 0, -4“ (3.2a) 
via the map defined by 
(3.2b) 
for all v E Y ond n E N such that for all m E A’, 
where (n, m) is as defined by (3.lb and c). 
The following theorem gives a one sided relationship between static 
modules and Morita-I. 
THEOREM 3.3. If (cX,L%,.A,.N) satisfies Moritu-I, then every right 
a-module -t* is (A?, &)-.&-static and every right $%-module -w‘ is (a, .@)-A”- 
stutic. 
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Proof: WC will show that if (a, g, A!, A’.) satislies Morita-I then for 
every right 6I-module Y‘, 
Hom,(.X, 9’“) 0, ,& z 9’“: f‘@m -f(m) (3.3a) 
for all m E .A and f E Hom,,(.A, Y’), and for every right %-module %* 
Hom,(.N, ^w) @ a A’rw-: g@nw g(n) (3.3b) 
for all n E .A’ and K E Hom,(N, “Y). 
We will prove only (3.3a); (3.3b) follows similarly. 
Let (n, &9, A, .A”‘) satisfy Morita-I. Let V be a right C/Z-module. Then 
by Lemma 3.2, by associativity, by (3.lb and c), and by the natural 
isomorphism, 
-Y- 0 cr n z “y‘, 
we get the sequence of natural right (;-module isomorphisms 
via the maps 
(v,n}@m~(v~n)@m~v@(n~m)~v@(n,m) 
wv(n,m)={v,n}(m) 
for all m E .A, n E A”, and u E Iv’. 
Composition of these isomorphisms gives the desired result. 1 
In the remaining part of this section we will work for if and only if 
conditions for (a, 9, A’, A’) to satisfy Morita-I. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let tX be an .A-static module as a regular right &module. 
Then 
1. .A?* 0, .A’g6t via the (a, a)-bimodule isomorphism m* am+-+ 
(m*,m), jbr all m*E.M+ andmE.,@, as defined in (3.1~). 
2. A? is a generator of MOD-6’Z. 
3. 5 = End,(.A*) z 6X, us rings. 
4 AZ** zA’, in MOD-a. . . 
5. .A* is a projective right .9-module qffinite type. 
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Proof 3.4.1 is clear from the definition of an A-static module. Thus, 
we may have that every clement of a is of the form 
C m:(m,): (3.4a) 
This shows that the trace ideal of A’ is the entire ring (/1. Hence from [6, 
Proposition 3. I 11 .A! is a generator of MOD-G?, which is 3.4.2. 
By the adjoint associativity theorem [S, p. 4241, we have the following 
abelian group isomorphism: 
.@ = Hom,(Hom,(A’, a), Hom,(A’, a)) 
z Hom,(Hom,(A, (/t) 0, .kV’, a). 
Since LX itself is an .,&‘-static right a-module, the right side of the above 
isomorphism is naturally isomorphic to 
which is isomorphic to a, as abclian groups. Indeed, this isomorphism, 
9 z a, is an isomorphism of rings. Hence 3.4.3 is proved. 
For 3.4.4 WC will have the sequence of right LX-module isomorphisms 
&if** = Hom,(A’*, 9) 
= Hom,(Hom,(.X, LX), Horn&A, A)) 
2 Hom,(Hom,(A, a) O9 A%‘, A’) 
z Hom,(& A) 
ZA?, 
where the first isomorphism is by the adjoint associativity theorem, the 
second is by the hypothesis, as a is .A?-static, and the third is the natural 
isomorphism. 
By (3.4a) WC have ordered pairs of elements (n,, nF)e.A! x &*, such 
that 
,&n!%) = 1,. (3.4b) 
Hence every element m* E .A‘* is of the form 
= C n:[ni(m*)]. 
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Since .A’** z A, n,(m*) can be seen as an element of 9. Hence by the dual 
basis lemma [6, p. 1531, .A’* is a projective right %modulc of finite type. 
Thus 3.45 is proved. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. Let tX be A-static as u regulur right Cl-module. Then the 
fbllowing are eyui~ulent :
(i) .A? is prqjectitle of finite type in MOD-G?. 
(ii) JI 0, .A* 2 9. 
(iii) 24 is A*-static right 8-module. 
Proof: (i) * (ii). See [3, p. 333. 
(ii) => (iii) From Lemma 3.4 (3 and 4) we have the following canonical 
isomorphisms of right d-modules: 
Hence 3 is an A’*-static right G&module. 
(ii) * (i). From Lemma 3.45, A** . IS a projective right F-module of 
finite type. From Lemma 3.4 (3 and 4) A! is a projective right a-module 
of finite type. [ 
From Lemma 3.4.1 and from the above lemma we deduce 
THEOREM 3.6. (a, 9, A, .A?* ) satisfies Moritu-I if and only if r;Z: is an 
./N-static right (l-module and .S is an &*-static right S-module. 
ProoJ: If (a, 9> &I, A*) satisties Morita-I, then 
Aif* @3,.hvrn 
clearly means that n is an .X-static right &-module. In addition 
A’ 0, .A!* ~9 together with Lemma 3.5 gives that $2 is an object of 
MOD-S,,.. Conversely, if QI is A-static and 9 is &*-static, then from 
Lemma 3.4.1 and Lemma 3.5, (a, 9, .A, A*) satisfies Morita-I. [ 
Theorem 3.3 gives us a one sided result about Morita-I, namely, if 
(a, A9, .A, JV) satistics Morita-1 then every right L&module Y is 
(a, a)-.A’-static and every right %module ,W is (a, $9)-X-static. Next 
result gives us an if and only if condition. 
COROLLAKY 3.7. Let tX, us a regular right n-module, he (3, a)-.&‘- 
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static and let 9, as a regular right .%module, he (a, .%)-N-static. Then 
( cX, ~9, A, .Af > sati.$es Morita-I if‘and only if 
Hom,(A’, -Y‘) z V 0, .N, (3.7a) 
Hom,(N, YY) z 1w‘ 0, A, (3.7b) 
cia the map as defined by (3.2b): where V is an object qf MOD(a,,,() and 
W is an object of MOD(W,). 
Proof If (a, .a, A?, A’“) satisfies Morita-I, then (3.7a) and (3.7b) hold 
by Lemma 3.2. 
Suppose that (3.7a) and (3.7b) hold along with the assumption that a 
(resp. $9) is an object of MOD((iG,,) (resp. MOD(g,N)). From Proposi- 
tion 2.5.2, the rings .% and 9 are isomorphic. From (3.7a) A’* z .N (by 
replacing 9” by a), in MOD-& and from (3.7b) .N* r.A (by replacing 
-w‘ by 99), in MOD-B. The rest follows from Theorem 3.6. u 
4. CX AND 9 ARE MORITA SIWIJ.AR RINGS 
Recall that two rings, CX and 23, are Morita similar if MOD-a and 
MOD-B are equivalent (equivalently, a-MOD and &MOD are 
equivalent). From Morita-II [6, p. 1781, it is clear that (a, B,.A’, .N) 
satisfies Morita-I if and only if a and 9 are Morita similar rings. Thus, 
from Theorem 3.6, ifa and .9 are static, then they are Morita similar rings. 
In the following, without involving Morita contexts, we will prove that if 
a and 9 are static then they are Morita similar rings. During this process 
we first encounter the interesting result: 
THEOREM 4.1. If a is an object of MOD-a:, and if,A! is projective of 
finite type (equivalently, ~3 is an object of MOD-g:,.), then 
MOD-9 .a* = MOD-9Y. 
Proof. We will show that every object of MOD-9’k is an object of 
MOD-gM.. Its converse can be proved analogously. Let YY be an object 
of MOD-Q&. Then 
YYzHom,(.k,w@,.k) (in MOD-g) 
via the isomorphism (2.2b and c). We will show that 
Horn&A*, “ly) 0, .A* z YY (in MOD-g) 
via the isomorphism (2.1 b). 
(4.la) 
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From Lemma 3.4 (4 and 5) and from [3, Proposition 2.291 we write 
Hom,(&*, %‘“)zW 0, Horn&k’*, g)zW @I,.& (in MOD-62 ) 
(4.lb) 
via the map 
{w,m}w@m (4.k) 
such that 
{w, m}(m*) = w[m, m*], 
for all w E W, m E 4, and m* E A*. 
By tensoring both sides of (4.lb), by the left &module A*, we get the 
right S-module isomorphisms 
Hom,(A*, W) 0, A* z W OS (.& 0, A*) 
rw 
via the isomorphisms 
(4.ld) 
{w,mJ@m*t-+wO(mOm*) 
k-b w[m, m*] 
= {iv, m}(m*), (4.le) 
where the last isomorphism in (4.ld) occurs because of Lemma 3.5. 
From (4.ld) it is clear that the composition of isomorphisms in (4.le) is 
the natural one as desired. Hence W is an A*-static right ?&module. 1 
An immediate consequence of the above theorem and Theorem 2.3 is the 
following: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let 6iT be an object of MOD-a: and let 9 be an object 
of’ MOD-g.,., then 
MOD-a., z MOD-.g,,,. . 
From Lemma 3.4.2, if 6E is .&-static, then .,&’ is a generator of MOD-a. 
Similarly, if 9 is A*-static, then .A* is a generator of MOD-Q. But then 
MOD-a., = MOD-a and MOD-S,. = MOD-9 (see [S, p. 2891). 
Hence, from Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2, it follows that: 
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COROLLARY 4.3. Let tX be un object of MOD-&, and let 9 be an 
Object of MOD-gdt,, then 
MOD-CX x MOD-S. 1 
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